Abstract. Physiological signals are external manifestations of emotions. Mood swings can be expressed by the change of physiological signals. Because these performances are not controlled by the individual subjective consciousness, the conclusions are more objective and true. The method based on the statistical characteristics is very difficult to describe the complex changes in physiological signals, so the J48 decision tree was adopted to train and recognize the chaotic characteristics of physiological signals in the paper, which have many advantages in solving the multi-class classification problem, such as high accuracy, fast classification speed and simple classification rules. The chaos characteristic matrixes consist of the extracted chaotic characteristic parameters, which is combined J48 decision tree classifier to recognize four different emotions. The results showed emotion recognition of physiological signals based on chaotic theory is feasible.
Introduction
There are many types of emotion recognition, including emotion recognition of physiological signals, body, face and voice [1] . The results were subjective influenced by tested individuals susceptible, which can not observe real emotions. Physiological signal of tested individuals don't subjective control by individuals, but impact by the emotional that small mood fluctuations can cause changes in physiological signals. We can study the physiological signals in certain characteristic parameters to recognition under the various different emotions. Multiple physiological signals of sentiment analysis are by analyzing characteristic parameters or a combination of characteristic parameters, looking for whether there is a corresponding mapping relationship from them and different emotional states. Physiological signal contains abundant information. Through analysis of the information can further understand the internal mechanism of various life phenomenon. In clinical diagnosis disease treatment and people with disabilities of rehabilitation training can be applied。 Professor MIT Media Lab Picard [2] . HCM Germany Augsburg university laboratory [3] , collected the same subjects in the music- 
Selection of The Classifier
Classifier is used to change the chaos mapping to a given category, based on the emotion analysis problem of multiple physiological signals can be transformed into classification problems in pattern recognition.
Many classification problems in the actual data generally do not follow normal distribution, and is not linearly separable. Simple linear classifier will often bring larger classification error, then it need to use a non-linear classifier. J48 decision tree classifier is more suitable for the condition, which is training set larger amount of data. It has a good ability to deal with the default data and data with noise, and has higher classification accuracy. In addition, suitable for the condition that the judgment of factors is relatively less, in the same time, the relationship of logic combination is not complicated. Because the sampling data of the chaotic characteristic parameters used in this paper is more, and the individual data is default, judgment factors of character space about chaos characteristic vector is less, the relationship of logic combination is not complicated, therefore, J48 decision tree classifier is taken for different emotions classification in this paper.
Principle of Decision Tree Algorithm
Decision tree [5] divide the feature space into several regions, in each region, if a category of samples is dominant, such samples can be marked with the category labels.
C4.5 algorithm [6] can overcome the shortcoming when selected properties tend to the attribute selected value more，it can also be discrete processing for continuous attribute, it also can deal with data contained missing value. C4.5 algorithm is the core algorithm of the decision tree J48 used in this paper. It can be said to be the implementation of the Weka C4.5 decision tree algorithm [7] 。
The Experimental Results and Analysis

A. Construct the format of decision tree data
Before using J48 decision tree to classification of different emotions, first of all, introducing the data format used J48 decision tree. The data format is composed of a total of 100 samples of the characteristic matrix. Each sample has four chaotic characteristic parameters, the data formats of structure of J48 decision tree is shown in figure 2. Part of instances are given in this paper, there are 100 instances in the whole instance space, and there are 25 instances of each emotion （joy、anger、sadness、pleasure） . The vertical line is called properties, equivalent to variables in the statistics. There are five attributes in the figure, the first four are numeric attributes, respectively is maximum Lyapunov exponent , the correlation dimension, approximate entropy and the complexity of the four chaotic characteristic parameters. For multiple physiological signals to identify different emotions, the confusion matrix is as shown in Fig.3 . For anger emotion, correct samples of classification is 24, fault sample divided into pleasure emotion is one. For sadness emotion, correct samples of classification is 22, fault sample divided into joy emotion is one. For pleasure emotion, correct sample of classification is 23, fault sample divided into joy emotion is one, and fault sample divided into sadness emotion is one. For joy emotion, correct sample of classification is 25，there is nothing wrong samples. Figure 4 is the decision tree of emotion recognition for multi-physiological signals under different emotions (joy, anger, sadness, pleasure). Fig.4 The decision tree of multi-physiological signals As shown in figure 4 , the root node of the decision tree is this chaos characteristics which are complexity of RSP signal. It shows that information gain rat of the chaotic characteristics is maximum. Based on different values of the property splitting into two, after comparing the information gain rate of the rest size for the chaotic characteristics, selected the child nodes, in turn, until it is completed for the classification of all samples, so leaf nodes obtained so far are pure.
B. The Results Contrast with Augsburg University
In the literature [3] , Johannes Eagner et used the same data in their article. Applying the ANOVA, SFS, SBS and PCA for feature selection, then to identify the emotion through the LDF, KNN, MLP algorithm. The test results to different emotions such as table 2. 
Conclusion
The experimental results show that the decision tree shows a good classification effect for multi-kind of classification,.
1. Multi-physiological signals to identify different emotions of joy, anger, and recognition rate were respectively 98% and 94%. For the sadness and pleasure recognition rate is 87% and 86%. Comparing recognition rate with Augsburg university laboratory, we find the recognition of sadness and joy has achieved good results，The recognition rate of sadness Augsburg university laboratory is 77.27%, but is 87% in this paper. The recognition rate of pleasure Augsburg university laboratory is 68.18%, but is 86% in this paper.
2. Through the simulation experiment, we found that accuracy of multi-physiological signals on different emotion recognition is much better than a single physiological signal. Recognition rate of high arousal emotions (joy, anger) is higher than that of low arousal emotions (sadness, pleasure). Especially the recognition rate of joy emotion can achieve 98%.
